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Superstar life redeem codes

So you want to be a superstar? Now that you can easily become one of Superstar Life, the addictive simulation game for iPhone and iPad gives you the opportunity to become one of the most popular people in the world. I'm here to share with you some Superstar Life cheats: tips and basically a tutorial to get you out there faster than the rest because, like in real life, becoming a top celebrity isn't easy, even
in the game! So let's check out all the details about the game in our superstar life cheats article below filled with tips and tricks for the game. 1. How to access Kelly One of the biggest issues in the game that appears to be an obstacle is how to access Kelly early when you have that mission request. To do that, tap the Social tab in the Play menu, register your name first, and then you'll not only have the
opportunity to invite more friends to the game, but you'll also have the option to visit Kelly. Mission accomplished! 2. Focus on completing the Play Button task and check out the missions - each of the three girls will have something for you. I would suggest focusing on tasks from Jennifer first since they deal with your career and get you some money. Amanda comes next and has the most time-consuming
tasks, and eventually goes for Kelly which will improve your style a lot (but her tasks often require you to spend some money on your shopping spree). 3. How to increase your style I have not been able to find where your exact style number is displayed, but the idea is that you need high style items in all areas to get better. You buy these items from the mall, and the idea is to buy only the best in each
category: skirts, tops, skirts and shoes, then all the accessories. Although it may not look great, you can wear a dress, a top and skirt/pants and that's what you should do to maximize your style level. 4. What job/career to choose Honestly, there is not a big difference here and all careers are equal in terms of rewards. So just choose the one that suits you best and follow your dreams! 5. Visit Carnival There
are several games that you can play at Carnival once a day. Make sure you always play them and try to complete missions for each game to get the maximum amount of tickets. Then you can redeem your tickets during the festival for some really great items that will increase your style rating a lot! 6. Get a great review in your career Every time you visit your office (aka Careers), you will be judged based on
your style clock. The idea is to get great rewards for some goodies reputation. So invest in designer goods and increase your style rating on all levels to get there. Basically, the more money you spend on an items, the better it is for your style and social status. 7. How to successfully date in superstar life There are quite a lot of handsome guys so far in this game, and you have to work your way up to them,
just like a career. First you will have to go on a first date with them in the nightclub and, if successful (you have 15 minutes to reach your goal), they will become your boyfriend and you can date them at the café. To be successful with your first date, you need to find the interests of your partner and talk to them about that tool. For example, Brandon likes Sports and Music - choose these topics and he will be
yours right away. Then move to the café for a second date (then more) and you will get nice gifts from filling the love meter. To do so, you will need a lot of energy available – and I would suggest performing the I act because they also give you social bubbles. 8. Search buildings Whenever you have some free energy (after completing the day and work) go on a search spree. Just tap the buildings in the city
and select the Search option: there are different items found and are really needed to complete tasks and challenges. I'm not sure if the buildings are specific to specific items, I come across them all going my whole energy. 9. What is a luxury apartment and when to move to I think you should move to Luxury apartment as soon as you have 2,500 available. There will be a new thing under construction once
you move and you will love it! This will be, for now, our tips and tricks for Superstar Life. If you have additional questions or suggestions, let us know by commenting below. Superstar Life is a new game for the iOS platform where your goal is to become a superstar (of course). A superstar of what? Difficult questions, but that's what you learn when you go through your career, shop, party with your friends,
shop, search all over the city for extra cash and items, and then shop some more. Read on for some tips and tricks for Superstar Life! Your energy runs out pretty quickly once you reach sufficient levels (say, level 6 or so), and usually you have to spend diamonds to get your energy back. If you want to get back for free, then just go to the date and time settings in your phone and set the time one or two
hours in advance. This should be better enough for a full recharge, and otherwise, it will recharge most of it. HOT: Here are ten of the most underrated iOS/Android games Once you do this, go to the game to verify that your energy is now there. Now go back to the date and time menu and set the time back to normal. Go back to the game and it will hang for a minute or two while it tries to reconnect to the
internet. Then, once it is reconnected, your recovery energy will remain there. So you can do this as many times as you want without having to set your time the way off. The same trick allows you to training in the gym or studying in college with increased frequency, leading to rapid career advancement. To get a promotion, you need a specific skill or set of skills, and to train these skills, you will need to
spend a certain amount of workout points and and Point. So uploading on these points allows you to push faster, and thus earn more money. NEW: January 2021 Promo codes for Pokémon GO: 10 Max Revives, 30 Ultra Balls and One Lucky EggYou will need to have friends to organize parties in this game. To find more friends, post your Nanobit ID in the comments section at the end of this article.
Another way to find more friends is to go to the community tab in the social menu and get to everyone. Then press the plus button to add them. Adding as much as possible to the game will allow you. Get bored and run out of stuff for what? Press the search button on any area you want on the map screen multiple times. Not only can you complete collection items this way, but you can always earn a my lot
of cash and experience by doing this. Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Welcome to the dazzling world of stars and celebrities! When you're a superstar, even the sky isn't the limit! The whole city is your playground - and it's huge! You'll never run out of stuff to do! Listen to your friends' guides, take part in missions and don't forget to search your surroundings if you're feeling adventurous!
There are fun and useful surprises lurking around every corner, so experiment.BE YOURSELF! Personalize your profile picture; Choose your makeup, hairstyle and wardrobeSHOPPING SPREE! Check out the amazing shops and try on tons of stylish clothes, amazing shoes and exquisite accessorieSTHE FUN NEVER STOPS! Visit the gym, grab a cup of coffee, go clubbing, dance the night away and
have a great time with your dates friendsCELEBRITY! Go out on a date and find your dreamsCHILLAX boyfriend ALL OVER the world! Relax at the beauty salon, relax at the spa, see what's new at the festival or travel the world with your own JETWORK IT! Pursue different careers, become a movie tycoon, powerful female entrepreneur, music industry sensation or a fashion designer guruSOCIALIZE!
Share your achievements with your friends, exchange game codes and earn rewards when friends enter your codeYOU GO, GIRL! Discover the fascinating, expanding content of this amazing hit title and become bigger than life! PLEASE NOTE! Superstar Life is completely free to play. However, some game items can also be purchased for real money. If you don't want to use this feature, please turn off in-
app purchases in your device's settings. July 8, 2019 Version 6.2.8 Fix bugs and improve my game Code is ETMZRURU adds me and we can both get interesting things including diamonds!! AULANXNOEnter code above after hitting play then social then redeemed. As you type in the code, you'll get amazing prizes including diamonds and expensive shoes! My code is KGZDUCGN so please use it!
Developer nanobitsoftware.com, has not provided details of apple's data processing and security practices. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. Developers will be asked to provide privacy details when they update their next app. App-supported privacy policy
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